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Abstract

The Importance of Radiation Damage for Molecular
Reconstruction from FEL Diffraction Experiments

Nicklas Bjärnhall Prytz

Serial Femtosecond X-ray crystallography (SFX) is a rapidly growing experimental 
technique by which the structure of a crystalline sample may be determined. The X-
rays arrive at the sample in pulse trains of the order of femtoseconds. Each X-ray 
pulse train hits a unique crystal at a random orientation and produces a diffraction 
pattern on the detector and series of patterns is obtained, which is the reason for 
the denomination "serial". Here, the radiation damage done to a sample during an 
SFX experiment was studied by simulating diffraction patterns including damage. 
Throughout, a model reference structure in the form of a reflection list was used to 
simulate patterns. The aim was to minimise the effects of damage through a 
correction based on available damage data. Firstly, a simulation case with made-up 
damage data was performed. The made-up data was used to modify the structure 
factors such that they would appear damaged. After structural reconstruction, the 
same data was used to correct for the damage. This was done as a validation of the 
method pipeline. Secondly, a more realistic case, with actual simulated damage 
data and a distribution of incident intensities was carried out. The expectation value 
of the distribution was used to correct for damage. It is found for both cases that 
the damage correction improves the agreement between simulated data and the 
original model. This is a first step toward successfully correcting for radiation 
damage which would be a big step forward for SFX.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Inom röntgenkristallografin studerar man strukturen hos molekyler, exem-
pelvis proteiner, som är regelbundet bunda till varandra i ett gitter, s k kristaller,
som möjliggör att strukturen kan erhållas. Två av de första pionjärerna inom
detta område var William Lawrence Bragg och Max von Laue som lyckades
visa matematiskt hur kristaller sprider röntgenstrålning, vilka tilldelades no-
belpriset, 1914 respektive 1915, för sina upptäckter.

Sedan röntgenkristallografins första dagar har man lyckats kartlägga ca
100 000 olika proteiner och biomolekyler, vilket har haft en enorm betydelse
för biologin, biokemin och den medicinska vetenskapen.

På senare år har tekniken för att alstra röntgenstrålning utvecklats mar-
kant i och med användandet av s k frielektronlasrar. Dessa kan alstra ko-
rta och intensiva pulser av röntgenstrålar, vilket har föranlett en ny experi-
mentell teknik som kallas seriell femtosekundskristallografi. ”Seriell” betyder
att man pga de korta pulserna tar en hel serie av röntgenbilder av kristall-
provet; ”femtosekund”, 10�15 s, är storleksordningen på röntgen-pulsernas
varaktighet. Den höga intensiteten hos dessa pulser gör att kristallprovet
upplöses fullständigt under röntgenbestrålningen. Tanken är att man ska
hinna få en bild av provet innan det upplöses, men man vet inte exakt hur my-
cket provet skadas medan man tar bilden, vilket kan påverka bildkvaliteten.

I det här arbetet görs en simuleringsstudie där effekten av strålskada på ett
kristallprov undersöks. Närmare bestämt undersöks möjligheten att korrigera
för skadan efter det att bestrålningen ägt rum. Efter ett diffraktionsexperi-
ment har man många ”bilder” (egentligen detekterade diffraktionsmönster)
av provet. Dessa behandlas och slås ihop på ett sådant sätt att man får en
övergripande bild av molekylstrukturen hos provet. Det är i detta slutsteg
som strålskadekorrigeringen kommer in i bilden. Med hjälp av tidigare
simulerad skadedata genomförs korrigeringen på slutbilden.

I detta syfte har två program i C skrivits. Det ena ändrar en struktur-
fil (alltså en representation av en molekyl) så att den ser skadad ut. Denna
”skadade” strukturfil används sedan för att simulera diffraktionsmönstren.
Det andra programmet korrigerar slutbilden (strukturfilen som är slutproduk-
ten av databehandlingen).

Därtill används mjukvaran CrystFEL för databehandlingen av diffraktions-
mönstren och att få fram överenstämmelsen mellan olika strukturfiler. Denna
överensstämmelse används i undersökningen som en markör på hur väl kor-
rigeringen fungerar. Om överensstämmelsen med originalstrukturen blir bättre
av skadekorrigeringen, räknas detta som ett positivt resultat.

Ett testfall genomförs med påhittad skadedata som har gjorts på ett sådant
sätt att det ska påverka strukturfilen nämnvärt. Här syns det en tydlig positiv
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förbättring av korrigeringen.
Ett mer realistiskt simuleringsfall genomförs också, med en olika medel-

värden och spridningar av den inkommande intensiteten. Här syns inte för-
bättringen lika tydligt då den faktiska skadedatan är mycket planare än den
påhittade. Det innebär att man behöver titta på högre upplösning av data. När
upplösningen höjs, blir även den positiva effekten av korrigeringen tydlig.

Skadekorrigeringen har alltså stor potential men fortsatt arbete på de re-
alistiska simuleringarna krävs: fler intensitetsmedelvärden och -spridningar
måste testas.
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1 Introduction

X-ray crystallography is a way of determining the structure of molecules by
studying the induced diffraction pattern upon X-ray exposure of a crystal sam-
ple. For practical reasons, the molecules must be arranged in a crystal of a size
such that detectable diffraction patterns may arise. X-rays are useful to this
purpose because their wavelengths are of the same order as length scales at
the molecular level. The subject is more than 100 years old; in 1914 Max von
Laue was awarded the Nobel prize ”for his discovery of the diffraction of X-
rays by crystals”; von Laue showed that crystals give rise to regular diffraction
of X-rays. [1] One year later, William Lawrence Bragg was awarded the Nobel
prize (jointly with his father William Bragg) ”for their services in the analysis
of crystal structure by means of X-ray”. Bragg and his father found a mathe-
matical relationship between the crystal planes, the X-ray angle of incidence
and the wavelength, which was a major milestone in the field (see subsection
Theory). [2]

X-ray crystallography has shed light on many properties of matter; first
and foremost, the atomic structures of hundreds of thousands of molecules but
also other properties such as crystal arrangements. In the late 1950’s the first
biological macromolecule was solved by Sir John Chowdery Kendrew, who
carried out experiments on the protein myoglobin, which binds and stores
oxygen in muscles. [3] Since then, a large number of protein structures have
been discovered and most of them are stored in the so-called Protein Data
Bank [4], which stores the structures of proteins in coordinate files as well as
other information. It was established in 1971 and is currently managed by
the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB). According
to the Protein Data Bank, out of a total of 127228 solved protein structures,
more than 114000 have been solved using X-ray experimental techniques, as
of January 2018. [5]

Serial femtosecond X-ray crystallography (SFX) is a rapidly growing exper-
imental technique in which the crystal sample is exposed to femtosecond long
X-ray pulses from a Free-Electron Laser (FEL). Its key property is the short and
photon rich pulses. The sample crystals are delivered at a high repetition rate
(preferably at the pulse rate of the FEL), resulting in a ”snapshot” diffraction
pattern on the detector, see fig 1.

One advantage of the short pulse length is that much of the structural
degradation done to the sample (that is, the radiation damage) can be out-
run. Furthermore, the high incident intensity that the usage of an FEL entails,
means that smaller crystals can be used. Smaller, here, refers to their being
smaller than crystals used at other X-ray sources run at lower intensities. To-
day, there are only a few FEL’s around the world, but the community is grow-
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Figure 1: The main principles of Serial Femtosecond Crystallography. The X-ray laser
beam (orange) is focused through a lens onto the sample interaction point, at which
the crystal sample is delivered (using a liquid jet in this example). The beam is then
diffracted by the crystal and the diffraction pattern is recorded on the detector behind
it. [6]

ing, the most recent addition being the European XFEL at DESY in Hamburg,
which was inaugurated on September 1st, 2017. [7]

To process the data from SFX experiments, tailor made solutions are re-
quired. CrystFEL [8] is a software suite made for diffraction images that have
been obtained serially and in a snapshot manner. It manages the main stages
of indexing (labelling the peaks) and integrating (figuring out the intensity
of the peaks) the diffraction spots, known as reflections, and also scaling and
merging (averaging the integrated intensities over the different frames to ob-
tain an overall reflection list) of the intensities of the said reflections. CrystFEL
can also be used to simulate diffraction patterns given a structural input file.
The pattern simulator will be utilised in this project to create a well-defined
test data set.

CrystFEL does not take any possible radiation damage resulting from the
X-ray exposure into account. As mentioned above, the working assumption
is that the principal effects of radiation damage are outrun. However, several
studies suggest that radiation damage might actually have a significant impact
on the reconstruction. Nass et al. showed radiation damage in proteins with
metal cofactors from FEL experiments and found differences compared to con-
ventional synchrotron experiments. [9] Several studies also examine how the
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X-ray pulse damages the crystal, such as Caleman et al. who explore how the
Bragg signal decays as an effect of ionization and subsequent ion displace-
ment. [10] The aim of the present study is therefore to implement a module
into CrystFEL that corrects the reflection intensities for the radiation damage
and to explore if and to what extent the radiation damage correction can im-
prove the reconstruction process.

To test the method pipeline proposed in this work, a test case based on
made-up radiation damage data was carried out. See Method for more details.

To correct for the radiation damage, previously collected data from the
non-Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (non-LTE) atomic kinetics and radia-
tion transfer code CRETIN [11] as described by Jönsson et al. [12] will be used.
As described in their paper, the radiation damage of the sample due to X-ray
exposure can be divided into two mechanisms. For one, ionization changes
the scattering factors of the individual atoms. Also, an overall displacement
of atoms occurs, which can be modelled in terms of diffusion. Both of these
affect the intensity of the diffraction spots (or Bragg signals). These two mech-
anisms are combined to obtain the overall degradation factor, defined as the
fraction between the damaged and undamaged Bragg signals. [12]

Throughout this work, the enzyme Trypanosoma brucei procathepsin B
(TbCatB) [13] will be used as a model structure used to simulate diffraction
patterns, fig 2. The enzyme was one of the first structures to be solved using
SFX. TbCatB is of particular interest since it could be important to the devel-
opment of a treatment against sleeping sickness.

2 Theory

This section is intended as an overview of the key theoretical aspects related
to X-ray crystallography and to the present work. For a more in-depth treat-
ment of the topic, Bernhard Rupp’s Biomolecular Crystallography [14] is recom-
mended.

Consider an incoming plane wave with the wave vector k
i

= k

i

x̂ where
k

i

= 1
l , propagating along the x-axis towards a crystal sample, see fig 3. After

scattering, the wave vector will be k
f

where k

f

= k

i

= 1
l . The subscripts i and

f stand for incident and final, respectively.
The scattering vector in this process is

q = k
f

� k
i

=
1
l
(x̂ cos 2q + ŷ sin 2q � x̂) =

1
l
(x̂(cos 2q � 1) + ŷ sin 2q)
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Figure 2: The crystal lattice of TbCatB where a = b = g = 90� and a = b = 125.40 Å
and c = 54.56 Å. Seen here is a section of the XY (ab)-plane. The blue lines delimit the
individual unit cells.

) q =
1
l

q
(cos 2q � 1)2 + sin2 2q =

1
l

p
cos2 2q + 1 � 2 cos 2q + sin2 2q

=
1
l

p
2 � 2 cos 2q

.
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Figure 3: An incoming plane wave with wave vector k
i

is scattered by the sample
(oval) by an angle 2q. The resulting wave vector after scattering is k

f

.

Using the identities cos 2q = 2 cos2 q � 1 and sin2 q + cos2 q = 1, the follow-
ing expression for the scattering vector is obtained:

q =
2 sin q

l
(1)

.
The fundamental building block of a crystal lattice is its unit cell which is

defined by the following six geometric parameters: the sides of the unit cell
a, b and c and their interior angles a, b and g: the same information is also
contained in the three lattice vectors a, b and c. The unit cell is repeated peri-
odically in space to make up the crystal lattice, as in, for instance, fig 2. This
periodicity is the reason why constructive interference, and thus diffraction
on a detectable scale, of the X-rays takes place.

Max von Laue defined the following conditions for crystal diffraction

a · q = h

b · q = k

c · q = l

9
>=

>;
h, k, l 2 Z,

where a, b, c are the three lattice vectors, q = kf � ki is the scattering vector
between the incident and outgoing wave vector. The information enclosed in
the three equations (one equation for each dimension) is that for diffraction
to take place, the phase difference between the incident and outgoing waves
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has to be an integer multiple of 2p. The three integers hkl are known as the
Miller indices and are a convenient way to label the diffraction peaks, often
referred to as reflections. The Miller indices, however, are more often used
to denote a set of repeating lattice planes, which in turn is what gives rise
to diffraction. In this view, hkl corresponds to a point in reciprocal space of
the structure, which describes its periodicity. Mathematically, the reciprocal
space representation of the structure is the spatial Fourier transform of the said
structure in real space. Different diffraction parameters (such as orientation of
the crystal, scattering vector) will ”illuminate” different regions of reciprocal
space and what appears on the detector in a diffraction experiment is a 2-D
slice of the 3-D reciprocal space.

A simpler way to express the Laue relation is Bragg’s law,

2d

hkl

sin q = nl, n 2 Z, (2)

where d

hkl

is the interplanar spacing of the crystal lattice, q the angle of inci-
dence (ray to lattice plane) and l the wavelength of the incoming radiation.
This law is based on the view that the crystal consists of several sets of reflect-
ing planes (denoted by hkl) which will cause constructive interference if the
path difference is a multiple of the incoming wavelength.

Combining this result with eqn. 1 yields,

q =
2 sin q

l
=

1
d

hkl

(3)

for a given Bragg peak. In this way, the scattering vector q is related to the ge-
ometry of the crystal. This relation will be used to convert between diffraction
peaks labelled by hkl and scattering vectors.

The intensity of the Bragg peaks will depend on the contents of the unit
cell. Mathematically, this is expressed by the structure factor

F

hkl

=
N

Â
j=1

f

j

e

�2pi(hx

j

+ky

j

+lz

j

) (4)

where N is the number of atoms in the unit cell, so each term in the sum cor-
responds to one particular atom; for the j’th atom, x

j

, y

j

, z

j

are its coordinates
and f

j

its atomic form factor which essentially determines how much the indi-
vidual atom scatters incoming radiation in different directions. The structure
factor F

hkl

is thus a sum of all the atomic form factors in the unit cell, each
multiplied by a corresponding phase factor, that is the exponential in eqn 4.
The intensity of the peaks is related thus to the structure factor: I µ |F

hkl

|2.
The equation below [15] relates the interplanar spacing d

hkl

(and thus also
q) to the edges of the unit cell a, b, c as well as their interior angles a, b, g. This
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relation will be used to determine the magnitude of q for a given reflection
labelled by hkl.

(5)

1
d

2
hkl

= (1 � cos2 a � cos2 b � cos2 g + 2 cos a cos b cos g)�1


h

2

a

2 sin2 a +
k

2

b

2 sin2 b +
l

2

c

2 sin2 g +
2kl

bc

(cos b cos g � cos a) +

2lh

ca

(cos g cos a � cos b) +
2hk

ab

(cos a cos b � cos g)
�

3 Method

The SFX software suite CrystFEL is central to the methods of the present work.
In addition, two programs have been written in C. damage hkl modifies a re-
flection list such that it appears to be damaged, which is used as a basis for
simulating diffraction data. correct hkl is designed to be used at the end of the
CrystFEL reconstruction process, on merged reflections lists.

This section is divided into 4 subsections. The first part describes how
diffraction patterns including radiation damage were simulated. The second
outlines the damage correction as well as the reconstruction process. Thirdly,
a pattern simulation case based on made-up damage data is presented. Fi-
nally, a simulation case using simulated damage data and a distribution of
intensities is described.

3.1 Inducing damage and pattern simulation

CrystFEL includes a program for pattern simulation called pattern sim which
takes a structure factor file, known as .hkl-file or reflection list, as input and
outputs a diffraction pattern according to the user’s specifications. These spec-
ifications include a range of experimental parameters, such as: photon energy,
number of photons, beam width, crystal size, detector geometry etc. The struc-
tures, often proteins, are generally available in the Protein Data Bank in differ-
ent formats, such as .pdb-files. Essentially, pattern sim calculates the positions
and shapes of the bragg peaks using the unit cell parameters, wavelength and
detector geometry. It then multiplies these peaks by the magnitude of the cor-
responding structure factor to obtain the real pattern, which is why the input
file must be a reflection list in the .hkl-format. To convert from .pdb to .hkl
(real to reciprocal space), gen-sfs, which is a script available in the CrystFEL
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distribution, was used. This script invokes the CCP4 [16] program sfall [17]
which makes use of Fast Fourier Transform techniques to obtain the structure
factors. Furthermore, sfall includes the atomic form factors, which are needed
to obtain the structure factors, see eqn 4.

In order to simulate a set of diffraction patterns including damage, the
original reflection list of the structure (orig.hkl in fig 5) must be altered us-
ing appropriate damage data such that the intensities of each reflection are
modified accordingly. This is done using damage data, see Introduction, in
the form of a data file containing two columns, the scattering vector q and the
corresponding intensity decay factor, which will be referred to as f (q), where
f (q) 2 [0, 1]. The intensities in the .hkl-file were modified according to:

I

damaged

= f (q) ⇥ I

undamaged

(6)

The program that handles the modification is called damage hkl, see Ap-
pendix. This program takes a damage file as described above, the undamaged
.hkl-file and the .pdb-file as input. An important function in damage hkl is
read dam, which uses the standard C utility fscanf() to read the q and f (q) val-
ues from the damage file and stores them in two separate arrays. The damage
values are then interpolated over the whole range of q, using the two arrays
as input to the interpolation tool gsl spline [18]. read dam returns a gsl spline

object which can be used to evaluate the decay factor at any given value of
the scattering vector, as long as it lies within the range of the original damage
data. The following is an excerpt from the principal function of damage hkl,
damage sim, which manages the modification of the intensities and prints them
to a new reflection list.
1 q_hkl = 2* resolution(uc,h,k,l)*pow(10,-10);

2 dam = gsl_spline_eval (spline , q_hkl ,acc);

3 new_intensity = dam*get_intensity(refl);

In line 1, the scattering vector corresponding to the reflection labelled by h,
k and l (here labelled q

hkl

) is determined using the CrystFEL Unit Cell utility
function resolution(), which is essentially eqn. 5; uc is a UnitCell object and
contains the six lattice parameters. The second step is to determine the decay
factor (here referred to as dam for damage) by evaluating the interpolation ob-
ject spline at the value of the obtained scattering vector. Finally, the intensity
in the reflection list is modified according to the obtained decay factor, or in
other words, eqn. 6 is carried out. Here, the CrystFEL RefList utilities are used
to extract, modify and print reflection data, namely hkl and the correspond-
ing intensity. This process results in a modified, or so called damaged, list of
structure factors which can be used as input to pattern sim.
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Throughout, the number of simulated diffraction patterns for each simu-
lation was 20000 patterns, since this was found to be enough to obtain (by
the CrystFEL reconstruction process) well-defined structure factor files. pat-

tern sim need therefore be run several thousand times for each case, which is
done using the ”cluster management and job scheduling system” Slurm [19].
The Slurm Job Arrays, which contain the pattern sim commands, are submit-
ted to the computing cluster Maxwell at DESY and executed in parallel.

pattern sim allows for the variation of several experimental parameters. In
this work, one principal parameters will be varied: namely, the number of
number of incident photons (option - -nphotons). For more details on each
simulation, see sections 3.3 and 3.4. An example of a simulated diffraction
pattern from TbCatB can be seen in fig 4.

3.2 Structural reconstruction and damage correction

To obtain the structural information of a sample from an X-ray diffraction ex-
periment, several stages of reconstruction of the diffraction patterns must be
undertaken. In CrystFEL, the reconstruction is done in three main steps: in-
dexing, integration and merging. The indexing and integration parts are man-
aged by indexamajig and the merging is done by process hkl, both of which are
CrystFEL programs.

Fig 5 shows the method pipeline. The output of process hkl is a merged .hkl-
file, that is a list of averaged intensities from each indexed diffraction spot,
which can be mapped onto reciprocal space using their hkl-indices. The re-
sulting .hkl-file (labelled uncorr.hkl)) is then corrected using suitable damage
data. The corrected .hkl-file, corr.hkl, is then compared to the original .hkl-file,
that is orig.hkl, using the CrystFEL program compare hkl. This program can
output a number of different figures of merit on the agreement of two reflec-
tion lists; the one used in this work is a so-called R-factor known as R1(I) [20],

R1(I) = Â|I1 � cI2|
Â|I1|

(7)

, where c is a constant scale factor. If the two reflection lists are identical,
R1(I) = 0. So, the lower R1(I) is, the better the agreement between the two
reflection lists being compared.

In addition to the two main C-programs, a program that determines the ra-
tio of the intensities of individual reflections in two .hkl-files has been written.
The purpose of compare hkl dam is to check whether the simulated merged re-
flection lists, that is uncorr.hkl in fig 5, follows the decay factor function, f (q),
when ”divided” by orig.hkl.
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Figure 4: An example of a simulated diffraction pattern with damage from TbCatB as
seen in fig 2. The photon energy was set at 9000 eV. The resolution at the edge is 3 Å.

3.3 Tests with made-up damage data

Firstly, to calibrate and test the suggested method pipeline as outlined in fig 5
a set of diffraction pattern simulations based on a single file of made-up dam-
age data, as seen in 6 were performed. The made-up data was created such
that it would have a steep gradient in a low-resolution range, so that running
simulations would not be too time-consuming and so that the effect of a dam-
age correction is noticeable. These simulations will differ in one parameter
only: the number of incident photons, which ranges between 0.5 ⇥ 1012 and
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Figure 5: An outline of the method pipeline. Oval shapes and rectangles represent
input/output files and programs, respectively. The first step (upper left corner) is
to obtain the structure file in the form of a pdb from www.rcsb.org. Then, the pdb
is converted to a reflection list, orig.hkl, using sfall from CCP4. Together with the
damage data orig.hkl is modified by damage hkl to appear damaged. DAM˙orig.hkl
is then forwarded to pattern sim which simulates thousands of diffraction patterns.
These frames then undergo the standard CrystFEL reconstruction process of index-
ing, merging and integration. The final product of reconstruction is uncorr.hkl which
is corrected for damage by corrected hkl. Finally, the agreement between corr.hkl and
orig.hkl can be determined. This agreement can be compared to the agreement be-
tween uncorr.hkl and orig.hkl to see if the correction has made an improvement or
not.

16 ⇥ 1012. The rest of the simulation parameters will remain constant and can
be found in table 1. The beam bandwidth refers to the photon energy span; so,
in this case the photon energy ranges from 9000 � 0.13% ⇥ 9000 = 8988 eV to
9000 + 0.13% ⇥ 9000 = 9012 eV. The beam radius is the radius of the incident
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Figure 6: The made-up damage data. A Gaussian function ranging from 0.3 to 0.8 in
the decay factor f (q) and from 0 to 5 nm

�1 in q. This is the damage data used to both
induce and correct for damage in the tests of the method pipeline.

X-ray beam and is needed to determine the incident intensity.

Table 1: Pattern simulation parameters.

No. of patterns Principal photon energy Beam bandwidth Beam radius

20000 9000 eV 0.13 % 1 µm

3.4 Simulations using normally distributed intensities

In this case, each set of diffraction data contains patterns simulated at a range
of different intensities, which were sampled from a normal distribution de-
fined by a certain expectation value µ and standard deviation s, where the
latter determines the width of the distribution. The reason for performing
these simulations is that a spread of incident intensities is more realistic, that
is more similar to actual experimental conditions. So, in this case, the de-
cay factor f (q, I) is determined via a 2D-interpolation. In this work, the sam-
pling was done using a simple python program that invokes the function
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numpy.random.normal [21] from the python mathematical package numpy. An
example of such an intensity distribution can be seen in fig 7.

damage hkl is run with the sampled intensity as input, and the correspond-
ing damage characteristic is determined using a simple 2D-interpolation using
a spline in the (scattering vector) q-direction and a two-point linear interpola-
tion in the (incident intensity) I-direction. The linear interpolation is carried
out as shown in the C-code excerpt below in the function lininterp, where x1
and x2 correspond to the closest intensity values and y1 and y2 correspond
to the closest decay factor values. In this context, the output yreq is thus the
interpolated value of the damage factor at a certain data point (q, I).
1 double lininterp(double xreq , double x1 , double x2 , double y1 ,

double y2) {

2 double yreq;

3 yreq=y1+((y2 -y1)/(x2 -x1))*(xreq -x1);

4 return yreq;

5 }

Figure 7: The normal distribution of intensities used to simulate diffraction patterns.
Here, the expectation value was set at µ = 2.5⇥ 106

J/cm

2 and the standard deviation
s = 0.8 ⇥ 106

J/cm

2

Fig 8 simulated damage data for two different pulse lengths was used to
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Figure 8: Damage data for two different pulse lengths: (a) 40 fs and (b) 100 fs. Damage
curves for several intensities are shown in these plots. The decay factor f(q) ranges be-
tween 0 and 1 where 1 stands for undamaged and 0 means annihilation of the sample.
As intensity increases, the decay factor decreases, that is, damage increases. [12, 22]

induce damage in the original reflection list. This means that every diffraction
pattern in the set is simulated with a unique damage characteristic depending
on the intensity. [12, 22]

After this stage, the CrystFEL reconstruction process was applied to the
diffraction patterns, just like the case with made-up damage data, and the
output will be a merged hkl-file, uncorr.hkl in fig 5. This is corrected using
the program correct hkl, which also 2D-interpolates the damage data to find
the right damage curve based on any intensity in a given range. In this case,
the intensity expectation value µ was used to correct for the damage, since it
represents the ”average” radiation damage done to the sample.

The corrected and uncorrected hkl-files were then compared to the original
reflection using compare hkl to check if there is any improvement of the R1-
factor.

4 Results

4.1 Tests with made-up damage data

The results from the case with made-up damage data can be seen in fig 9. The
green curve corresponds to the agreement between the corrected and the orig-
inal reflection lists, the blue to that between the uncorrected and the damaged
original reflection lists and the red to the uncorrected to the original reflection
lists. Comparing the red and the green curves to each other will give an idea
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of the effect of damage correction on the data set. As can be seen in fig 9, in
moving from the red to the green curve, that is applying a damage correc-
tion, the R1-factor is lowered, which means that the agreement is improved.
In addition, the agreement between uncorr.hkl to dam˙orig.hkl (see fig 5), that
is the blue curve in fig 9, follows the green curve (corr.hkl to orig.hkl) quite
well, which is to be expected since one unique damage file is used to induce
damage as well as correct for it.
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Figure 9: The R1(I) factor plotted as a function of the number of incident photons on
the sample. Each data point represents a set of 20000 indexed diffraction patterns that
have been merged into a single reflection list (.hkl-file). The red curve corresponds to
the agreement between the uncorrected and the original reflection list, the blue curve
to the agreement between the uncorrected and damaged reflection list, and the green
curve to that between the corrected to the original. The beam bandwidth was 0.13 %
and the photon energy was 9000 eV.

A qualitative measure of the agreement between the original data and the
simulated patterns is to compare the ratios between the intensities in the un-
corrected reflection list (uncorr.hkl) and those of the damaged ones
(DAM orig.hkl) with the made-up damage data, which was used to induce
the damage in the first place. In fig 10, these ratios are plotted against the
scattering vector magnitude, q. In the same figure, the made-up damage data
is thus plotted for comparison; clearly, the two data sets match well and this
is probably why applying a correction using the same damage data improves
the R1-factor between the simulated data and the original .hkl-file. This means
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that the damage correction has a positive impact on the simulated structure
factor file, since it brings it closer to the original. It is important to say that is
the expected behaviour when the intensity is fixed.
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Figure 10: Intensity ratio data using compare hkl dam: the uncorrected .hkl-file divided
by the original .hkl-file (blue squares) together with the made-up damage data (red
stars). The ratios have been divided by a constant scale factor which is determined
visually in order to be comparable to the damage curve. This particular data is taken
from the simulation case with an incident number of photons of 8 ⇥ 1012.

4.2 Simulations using normally distributed intensities

In table 2, the results from the simulations with normal distributions of inten-
sities are presented. The most important row is that with DR1(I),

DR1(I) = � (R1
corr

(I) � R1
uncorr

(I)) (8)

, since it is a measure of how much the agreement with the original reflection
list improves after damage correction. The lower R1(I) is, the better the agree-
ment, so DR1(I) is defined such that an improvement of the agreement yields a
positive DR1(I). Essentially, different damage characteristics and distribution
parameters have been tested to see which set of parameters yields the most
significant improvement.
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Table 2: Improvement in R1(I) after damage correction for simulation data sets using
different intensity distributions as well as damage data. Note that for all cases, the
expectation value µ was used to correct for the damage. Dt is the beam pulse length
used to simulate the damage data; res stands for resolution and is the maximum q-
value used in the simulation reflection lists; µ and s are, respectively, the expectation
value and standard deviation of the distribution; DR1(I) is the difference between
R1(I) comparing uncorr.hkl to orig.hkl and corr.hkl to orig.hkl, that is the effect of the
damage correction on the agreement with the original reflection list.

Dt (fs) res (1/nm) µ (J/cm2) s (J/cm2) DR1(I) (%-points)

40 3.33 2.5 ⇥ 106 0.8 ⇥ 106 0.09

100 3.33 2.5 ⇥ 106 0.8 ⇥ 106 -0.15

100 3.33 4 ⇥ 106 0.2 ⇥ 106 -0.07

100 3.33 4 ⇥ 106 1 ⇥ 104 -0.14

40 7.00 5 ⇥ 106 0 4.37

Clearly, the low resolution cases, that is res = 3.33 nm�1(= q

max

), yield no
significant results as far as the R1(I) improvement is concerned; the agreement
is in most cases either not significantly altered or even worsened by applying
the damage correction. Consider the last row of table 2; here, the variance of
the distribution has been set to zero, that is applying a single damage curve
to both induce damage as well as correcting for it, and using more of the q-
range by setting res = 7 nm�1 in order to get a steeper damage gradient, the
improvement is expected to become more noticeable, which is successful.

In fig 11, the ratios between the intensities of uncorr.hkl and the original
reflection list, orig.hkl, are plotted for three of the simulations. The data was
produced using compare hkl dam.

5 Discussion

Applying the damage correction to a merged reflection list (such as uncorr.hkl
in fig 5) based on some average damage done to the sample is a mathemat-
ical simplification. In this work, the assumption has been that the expecta-
tion value of the intensity spread also corresponds to the average damage.
There could be statistical limitations to these simplifications. A possible im-
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Figure 11: Intensity ratio data using compare hkl dam: the uncorrected .hkl-file divided
by the original .hkl-file (blue discs) together with the damage data for the expectation
value of the intensity distribution(red discs). The intensity ratios have been divided
by a constant scale factor in order to be comparable to the damage curve. A: data
for row 1 in table 2: Dt = 40 fs, res = 3.33 nm�1, µ = 2.5 ⇥ 106 J/cm2, s = 0.8 ⇥ 106

J/cm2. B: data for row 2 in table 2: Dt = 100 fs, res = 3.33 nm�1, µ = 2.5 ⇥ 106

J/cm2, s = 0.8 ⇥ 106 J/cm2. C: data for row 5 in table 2: Dt = 40 fs, res = 7.00 nm�1,
µ = 5 ⇥ 106 J/cm2, s = 0 J/cm2.

provement to yield better results is to apply the correction to each recorded
diffraction pattern, that is after the indexing stage. However, this will in turn
pose other problems, such as determining the incident intensity of each shot,
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the photon energy, pulse length etc. In this respect, averaging the damage
in some way, for instance using the expectation value as has been done here,
could be a safer, although cruder, approach.

This brings us to another limitation in the present approach; approximat-
ing the spread of the incident intensity on the crystal sample as a normal dis-
tribution may not be entirely adequate. The use of normal distributions to
describe statistical events is of course common, and is used for all sorts of
situations where the parameter in question can be considered to be a sum or
combination by some random variables. So it would seem that it is a rea-
sonable approximation for the incident intensity, but surely some of the vari-
ables, such as sample shape, beam characteristics etc., could be determined
and estimated to yield a better mathematical model. Previous research done
by Daurer et al [23] shows that the distribution is in better agreement with a
Lorentzian distribution.

Another matter that could be raised is if the improvement of data quality
is significant enough for the correction to be worthwile. The correction itself
is quick (takes somewhere in the order of 10 sec), which could justify using it
even though the improvement is small.

The final test would be to apply the suggested damage correction method
to an experimental data set to test if the resolution can be improved.

The case using the normally distributed intensities yield only one positive
result. The lack of positive results is mainly due to the fact that the damage
data, fig 8, does not change much in the resolution range studied here (espe-
cially for res = 3.33 nm�1. The effect of the damage is thus quite hard to ”de-
tect” in the simulated data, as seen in fig 11. When the resolution is increased,
that is the q-range made larger, the positive effect becomes noticeable.

The Debye-Waller factor (here referred to as d) forms part of the usual
mathematical model of diffraction by a crystal. It describes how the intensi-
ties of the resulting Bragg peaks are reduced due to the displacement of atoms
about their equilibrium positions,

d = e

�Bq

2/4 (9)

, where B = 8p2 ⌦
u

2↵.
⌦
u

2↵ is the mean squared displacement of the atoms in
the crystal sample. [14] However, at high intensities, such as those produced
by an XFEL, this approximation is no longer valid and other effects (ionisation,
for instance) must be taken into account. The damage data used in the present
work takes both thermal and ionisation effects into account. The difference
between an example damage curve used in this work and a Debye-Waller term
with

⌦
u

2↵ = 0.04 Å2 is significant, as seen in fig 12. The two curves were
chosen to resemble each other as much as possible.
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Figure 12: The Debye-Waller factor compared to the damage data with parameters
1 ⇥ 105 J/cm2 and Dt = 100 fs. The Debye-Waller factor has a root mean squared
displacement of

p
hu2i = 0.2 Å. The point here is that the damage data used in this

work differs significantly from the Debye-Waller factors, which are typically used to
model damage in crystallography.

6 Conclusion

Two C programs have been produced; one that induces damage for simula-
tion purposes, damage hkl, and one that corrects for radiation damage after
merging, correct hkl, see Appendix for the source code.

The results from the case with made-up damage data are promising and as
expected; they show a significant improvement of the agreement between the
simulated data (corr.hkl) and the original reflection list (orig.hkl). This means
that the method pipeline as outlined in fig 5 can be deemed reliable.

It was shown that for the distribution case data, when the variance was
set to zero and resolution increased to 7 nm�1, the correction improves the
agreement between the simulated reflection list and the original. A resolution
of 3.33 nm�1 may not be large enough for the improvement from applying
the correction to be significant. However, the res = 3.33 nm�1 data may also
improve if the variance is set to zero.
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7 Outlook

Now that the module and simulation pipeline is in place the natural next step
would be to run a series of simulations for the steepest damage curves in fig
8 varying the variance of the intensity distributions in order to determine the
limits of the usability of the correction, in terms of intensity spread. One could
also test the limitations with regard to the damage curve and try to determine
how steep the curve must be to yield a significant improvement; the steep-
ness of the curve, as seen in fig 8, relates directly to parameters such as the
pulse length and the incident intensity. [12] A solid computational basis, like
the one outlined here, would facilitate the application of the correction in an
experimental setting, which of course is the ultimate goal.
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A Appendix

A.1 C programs

Below, the C-programs used in this work are listed. Please note that the only
difference between damage hkl.c and correct hkl.c is line 184 in either file, where
a multiplication is carried out in damage hkl.c (inducing damage) and a divi-
sion in correct hkl.c (correcting for damage). For this reason, correct hkl.c has
been omitted.
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Listing 1: damage hkl.c

1
2 /*
3 * damage_hkl.c
4 *
5 * Modify reflection lists to appear damaged.
6 *
7 * (c) 2017 Nicklas Bjarnhall Prytz <nille_prytz(at)hotmail.

com >
8 *
9 * This program was written as a part of the Master thesis of

Nicklas Bjarnhall Prytz.
10 *
11 */
12
13 #include <stdio.h>

14 #include <stdlib.h>

15 #include <string.h>

16 #include <math.h>

17 #include <ctype.h>

18 #include <unistd.h>

19 #include <gsl/gsl_errno.h>

20 #include <gsl/gsl_spline.h>

21 #include <crystfel/image.h>

22 #include <crystfel/reflist.h>

23 #include <crystfel/reflist -utils.h>

24 #include <crystfel/cell -utils.h>

25
26 /*
27 * Function: digestline
28 * ----------------------------
29 * Moves the index to a new line when reading a file.
30 *
31 * myFile: file being handled.
32 *
33 * returns: void
34 */
35 void digestline(FILE *myFile)

36 {

37 fscanf(myFile , "%*[^\n]");

38 fscanf(myFile , "%*1[\n]");

39 }

40
41 /*
42 * Function: lines_in_file
43 * ----------------------------
44 * Returns the number of lines in a file.
45 *
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46 * myFile: file being handled.
47 *
48 * returns: the number of lines in the file.
49 */
50 int lines_in_file(FILE *myFile) {

51 char buf [200];

52 int count =0;

53 while(fgets(buf ,sizeof(buf),myFile) != NULL)

54 {

55 count ++;

56 }

57 return count;

58 }

59
60 /*
61 * Function: lininterp
62 * ----------------------------
63 * Performs a 1D linear interpolation to find a required

value.
64 *
65 * xreq: the required x-value. x1,x2,y1,y2: the previously

known points.
66 *
67 * returns: the required y-value.
68 */
69 double lininterp(double xreq , double x1 , double x2 , double y1 ,

double y2) {

70
71 double yreq;

72
73 yreq=y1+((y2 -y1)/(x2 -x1))*(xreq -x1);

74
75 return yreq;

76 }

77
78 /*
79 * Function:read_dam
80 * ----------------------------
81 * Reads a damage data file , does a spline interpolation of

q and f(q) and stores it as an interpolation object
82 *
83 * filename: name of damage data file.
84 *
85 * returns: the damage data spline object.
86 */
87 gsl_spline * read_dam(const char *filename)

88 {

89 int i,length ,stringlines;

90 FILE *damFile;
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91 damFile=fopen(filename ,"r");

92 double qi,dami ,qtemp ,damtemp;

93 stringlines =0;

94
95 while (!( fscanf(damFile ,"%lf %lf" ,&qtemp ,& damtemp)==2)){

96 digestline(damFile);

97 stringlines ++;

98 }

99
100 length=lines_in_file(fopen(filename ,"r"))-stringlines;

101 printf("the length is %d\n",length);

102 double qArr[length],damArr[length ];

103
104 qArr [0]= qtemp;

105 damArr [0]= damtemp;

106
107 //In the following loop the q values are stored in the

array qArr and the damage in damArr.
108
109 for(i = 1 ; i < length ; i++)

110 {

111 fscanf(damFile ,"%lf %lf",&qArr[i],&damArr[i]);

112 digestline(damFile);

113 }

114
115 gsl_interp_accel *acc

116 = gsl_interp_accel_alloc ();

117 gsl_spline *spline

118 = gsl_spline_alloc (gsl_interp_cspline , length);

119
120 gsl_spline_init (spline , qArr , damArr , length); // carries

out the interpolation.
121
122 FILE *fitfile=fopen("fit.dat","w");

123
124 // printing the interpolated data to a file.
125
126 for (qi = qArr [0]; qi < qArr[length -1]; qi += 0.0001)

127 {

128 dami = gsl_spline_eval (spline , qi , acc);

129 fprintf (fitfile ,"%g %g\n", qi , dami);

130 }

131
132 gsl_interp_accel_free (acc);

133 fclose(fitfile);

134 return spline;

135
136 }

137
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138
139 /*
140 * Function: damage_sim
141 * ----------------------------
142 * Handles the intensity modifications (i.e. the "damaging ")

of a specified reflection list.
143 *
144 * pdb_name: the structure pdb -file. hkl_name: the

corresponding reflection list. inc: incident intensity.
out_name: the output/modified reflection list.

145 *
146 * returns: void.
147 */
148 void damage_sim(const char *pdb_name , const char *hkl_name ,

double inc , const char *out_name)

149 {

150 signed int h,k,l,inciter;

151 double new_intensity ,q_hkl ,dam ,dam1 ,dam2 ,q_max;

152 int onespline =0;

153
154 //The following lines make use of the CrystFEL utilities

RefList and UnitCell.
155 RefList *in;

156 Reflection *refl;

157 RefListIterator *iter;

158
159 UnitCell *uc;

160
161 int nfiles =7;

162
163 //The damage files ...
164
165 char *filenames []= {"damage -0",

166 "damage -1e5",

167 "damage -2e5",

168 "damage -5e5",

169 "damage -1e6",

170 "damage -2e6",

171 "damage -5e6",

172 };

173
174 //... and the corresponding intensities.
175
176 double intensities []= {0,1e5 ,2e5 ,5e5 ,1e6 ,2e6 ,5e6};

177
178 // Iterating through the intensities to find which damage

file(/s) to use.
179
180 for(inciter =0; inciter <nfiles; inciter ++) {
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181 if(inc== intensities[inciter ]){

182 onespline =1;

183 break;

184 } else if(inciter !=nfiles -1){

185 if(inc >intensities[inciter ]&&inc <intensities[inciter

+1]){

186 break;

187 }

188 } else {

189 fprintf(stderr , "The requested intensity is not in

data range! Exiting ...\n");

190 exit(-1);

191 }

192 }

193
194 uc = load_cell_from_pdb(pdb_name);

195 cell_print(uc);

196
197 FILE *damIntFile = fopen("hkl_fit.dat","w");

198
199 gsl_spline *spline1 ,*spline2 ,* spline;

200 gsl_interp_accel *acc1 ,*acc2 ,*acc;

201
202 // onespline is true if the incident intensity is equal to

one of the damage file intensities. In this case , only
a 1D-interpolation is needed.

203
204 switch(onespline) {

205 case 0 :

206 spline1 = read_dam(filenames[inciter ]);

207 acc1 = gsl_interp_accel_alloc ();

208 spline2 = read_dam(filenames[inciter +1]);

209 acc2 = gsl_interp_accel_alloc ();

210 break;

211 case 1 :

212 spline = read_dam(filenames[inciter ]);

213 acc = gsl_interp_accel_alloc ();

214 break;

215 default :

216 break;

217 }

218
219 in = read_reflections(hkl_name);

220
221 q_max =0;

222
223 double q_min =10;

224
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225 // Iterating through the reflection list , modifying the
intensities and printing them to the output file.

226
227 for ( refl = first_refl(in , &iter);

228 refl != NULL;

229 refl = next_refl(refl , iter) )

230 {

231 get_indices(refl , &h, &k, &l);

232 q_hkl =2* resolution(uc ,h,k,l)*pow(10,-9); //Unit cell
utility , unit 1/m, converted to 1/nm.

233
234 printf("qhkl is %lf \n",q_hkl);

235
236 switch(onespline) {

237 case 0 :

238 dam1 = gsl_spline_eval (spline1 , q_hkl ,acc1);

239 dam2 = gsl_spline_eval (spline2 , q_hkl ,acc2);

240 dam=lininterp(inc ,intensities[inciter],intensities

[inciter +1],dam1 ,dam2);

241 break;

242 case 1 :

243 dam = gsl_spline_eval (spline , q_hkl ,acc);

244 break;

245 default :

246 break;

247 }

248
249 if(q_hkl >q_max){

250 q_max=q_hkl;

251 }

252 if(q_hkl <q_min){

253 q_min=q_hkl;

254 }

255 new_intensity=dam*get_intensity(refl);

256 set_intensity(refl , new_intensity);

257 fprintf(damIntFile ,"%lf %lf\n",q_hkl ,dam);

258 }

259 write_reflist_2(out_name ,in,NULL);

260 printf("q_max is %lf\nq_min is %lf\n", q_max ,q_min);

261 fclose(damIntFile);

262 }

263
264 int main (int argc , char **argv)

265 {

266 const char *ivalue = NULL;

267 const char *dvalue = NULL;

268 const char *pvalue = NULL;

269 const char *ovalue = NULL;

270 int index;
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271 int c;

272
273 opterr = 0;

274
275 while ((c = getopt (argc , argv , "i:d:p:o:")) != -1)

276 switch (c)

277 {

278 case ’i’:

279 ivalue = optarg;

280 break;

281 case ’d’:

282 dvalue = optarg;

283 break;

284 case ’p’:

285 pvalue = optarg;

286 break;

287 case ’o’:

288 ovalue = optarg;

289 break;

290 case ’?’:

291 if (optopt == ’i’ || optopt == ’d’ || optopt == ’p’ ||

optopt == ’o’)

292 fprintf (stderr , "Option -%c requires an argument .\n

", optopt);

293 else if (isprint (optopt))

294 fprintf (stderr , "Unknown option ‘-%c ’.\n", optopt);

295 else

296 fprintf (stderr ,

297 "Unknown option character ‘\\x%x ’.\n",

298 optopt);

299 return 1;

300 default:

301 abort ();

302 }

303
304
305 printf ("reflection list = %s\n incident intensity = %s\n

unit cell from = %s\n output reflection list = %s\n",

306 ivalue ,dvalue ,pvalue ,ovalue);

307
308 for (index = optind; index < argc; index ++)

309 printf ("Non -option argument %s\n", argv[index]);

310
311 if (ivalue !=NULL&& dvalue !=NULL&& pvalue !=NULL&& ovalue !=NULL)

{

312 double inc = strtod(dvalue , NULL);

313 damage_sim(pvalue ,ivalue ,inc ,ovalue);

314 }

315
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316 return 0;

317 }

Listing 2: compare hkl dam.c

1
2 /*
3 * compare_hkl_dam.c
4 *
5 * Obtain the intensity ratios of two reflection lists.
6 *
7 * (c) 2017 Nicklas Bjarnhall Prytz <nille_prytz(at)hotmail.

com >
8 *
9 * This program was written as a part of the Master thesis of

Nicklas Bjarnhall Prytz.
10 *
11 */
12
13 #include <stdio.h>

14 #include <stdlib.h>

15 #include <string.h>

16 #include <math.h>

17 #include <ctype.h>

18 #include <unistd.h>

19 #include <gsl/gsl_errno.h>

20 #include <gsl/gsl_spline.h>

21 #include <crystfel/image.h>

22 #include <crystfel/reflist.h>

23 #include <crystfel/reflist -utils.h>

24 #include <crystfel/cell -utils.h>

25
26 /*
27 * Function: digestline
28 * ----------------------------
29 * Moves the index to a new line when reading a file.
30 *
31 * myFile: file being handled.
32 *
33 * returns: void
34 */
35 void digestline(FILE *myFile)

36 {

37 fscanf(myFile , "%*[^\n]");

38 fscanf(myFile , "%*1[\n]");

39 }

40
41 /*
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42 * Function: lines_in_file
43 * ----------------------------
44 * Returns the number of lines in a file.
45 *
46 * myFile: file being handled.
47 *
48 * returns: the number of lines in the file.
49 */
50 int lines_in_file(FILE *myFile) {

51 char buf [200];

52 int count =0;

53 while(fgets(buf ,sizeof(buf),myFile) != NULL)

54 {

55 count ++;

56 }

57 return count;

58 }

59
60 /*
61 * Function: damage_comp
62 * ----------------------------
63 * Carries out the intensity divisions. Intensities from two

speicified reflection lists
64 *
65 * pdb_name: the structure pdb -file. hkl_name_sim: the ’

damaged ’ reflection list. hkl_name_orig: the reference/
original reflection list. out_name: the data file
containing the intensity ratios.

66 *
67 * returns: void.
68 */
69 void damage_comp(const char *pdb_name , const char *

hkl_name_sim , const char *hkl_name_orig , const char *

out_name)

70 {

71 double dam ,q_hkl;

72 FILE *damFile;

73 RefList *list1;

74 RefList *list2;

75 Reflection *refl1;

76 RefListIterator *iter;

77 UnitCell *uc;

78
79 uc = load_cell_from_pdb(pdb_name);

80
81 list1 = read_reflections(hkl_name_sim);

82 list2 = read_reflections(hkl_name_orig);

83
84 damFile=fopen(out_name ,"w");
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85
86 // Iterating through the ’damaged ’ reflection list ,

finding the corresponding reflections in the
original reflection list , determining the intensity
ratios and then storing them in the output data

file.
87
88 for ( refl1 = first_refl(list1 , &iter);

89 refl1 != NULL;

90 refl1 = next_refl(refl1 , iter) )

91 {

92 signed int h, k, l;

93 Reflection *refl2;

94
95 get_indices(refl1 , &h, &k, &l);

96
97 refl2 = find_refl(list2 , h, k, l);

98 if ( refl2 != NULL ) {

99
100 q_hkl =2* resolution(uc,h,k,l)*pow

(10,-9); //Unit cell utility , unit
1/m, converted to 1/nm.

101 dam=get_intensity(refl1)/get_intensity

(refl2);

102 fprintf(damFile ,"%lf %lf\n",q_hkl ,dam)

;

103
104 }

105 }

106
107 reflist_free(list1);

108 reflist_free(list2);

109
110 }

111
112 int main (int argc , char **argv)

113 {

114 const char *ivalue = NULL;

115 const char *jvalue = NULL;

116 const char *pvalue = NULL;

117 const char *ovalue = NULL;

118 int index;

119 int c;

120
121 opterr = 0;

122
123 while ((c = getopt (argc , argv , "i:j:p:o:")) != -1)

124 switch (c)

125 {
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126 case ’i’:

127 ivalue = optarg;

128 break;

129 case ’j’:

130 jvalue = optarg;

131 break;

132 case ’p’:

133 pvalue = optarg;

134 break;

135 case ’o’:

136 ovalue = optarg;

137 break;

138 case ’?’:

139 if (optopt == ’i’ || optopt == ’j’ || optopt == ’p’ ||

optopt == ’o’)

140 fprintf (stderr , "Option -%c requires an argument .\n

", optopt);

141 else if (isprint (optopt))

142 fprintf (stderr , "Unknown option ‘-%c ’.\n", optopt);

143 else

144 fprintf (stderr ,

145 "Unknown option character ‘\\x%x ’.\n",

146 optopt);

147 return 1;

148 default:

149 abort ();

150 }

151
152
153 printf ("reflection list = %s\n incident intensity = %s\n

unit cell from = %s\n output reflection list = %s\n",

154 ivalue ,jvalue ,pvalue ,ovalue);

155
156 for (index = optind; index < argc; index ++)

157 printf ("Non -option argument %s\n", argv[index]);

158
159 if (ivalue !=NULL&& jvalue !=NULL&& pvalue !=NULL&& ovalue !=NULL)

{

160 damage_comp(pvalue ,ivalue ,jvalue ,ovalue);

161 }

162
163 return 0;

164 }
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